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r the radius of the circle. Then (x-b Fr) 2 + (y-r) 2 =r is the equation to 
the circle. Hence the invariants are A= 

-4a2, t'=-r2, 0- -4a(b-r+a), 0'=- 
4a (b- r). In order that the circle and parab- 
ola may touch (OO'-9 A ') 2=4(02-3A O') 
x (0'2 -3A'). _ 

.-.16r6 + (13a - 48b)r4 + 8(a2 +6b2- 
14ab)r3+8(15ab'-2b -9a b)?r+32ab(3ab-a2- 2b1)r+16ab2(b'+a9-2ab) 
=0. This gives the value of r. 

Area of semi-parabola=jbj/ (ab), area of circle =ir2, area of portion 
left=lb/ (ab) -7r2. 

Let A be the vertex of the parabola, B the centroid required, C the 
centroid of the semi-parabola, D the centroid of the circle. Let (a, Pl) be 
the coordinates of B. The coordinates of C are (lb, VI/ab); of D, (b-r, r). 

CD HK GF _b V/(ab) -7rr 2 EG 4b t/'(ab) 
BC BH EF rr o EF 3Xrr 

b-r-a 4b i/(ab) 3[4b2I/(ab)+57rr3-5irbr2] 
sb-a - a _ 5[4bI/ (ab)-3rr2]r 

DK EG 4b V(ab) r-. , 3(ab -7rr3) 
And CH EF 3 7 Vrr j/ (ab) -; * 4bj/ (ab)-37rr2 

208. Proposed by W. J. GREENSTREET. M. A.. Marling School, Stroud. Eng. 

Hanging at rest over a smooth pulley are two equal scale pans of the 
same mass. Two equal particles, the one inelastic and the other elastic, are 
simultaneously dropped from the same height one into each scale pan. 
Show that each impact after the first must occur when the pans have 
returned to the status quo ante, and find the total space described by either 
pan before motion ceases. 

Remark by G. B. M. ZERR. A. M.. Ph. D.. 4243 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia. Pa. 

This is the same as problem 121, Mechanics. A solution of this prob- 
lem is found in Vol. VIII, No. 10, pp. 203-4, October, 1901. 

NUMBER THEORY AND DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS. 

141. Proposed by PROF. R. D. CARMICIAEL, Anniston. Ala. 

Given that the highest factor of a prime p contained in m! is pm-s; 
find general expressions involving p and m and s, from which, when a solu- 
tion is possible, m can be determined when s is a given integer and p is a 
given prime. Is it then possible in any case to have more solutions than one? 
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Solution by the PROPOSER. 

The result takes different forms according as p is 2 or is an odd prime. 
First suppose p-2. According to Legendre (Th6orie des nombres, 

3rd ed., I., p. 10) the highest power of 2 contained in 

m=92a + 29 + 2y +...to s terms, a, Pl, r, ... difTerent integers, is 2m-a; 

therefore when p=2, there is an infinite number of solutions. Every m 
which may be expressed as a sum of s different powers of 2 will satisfy the 
imposed conditions. 

Henceforth take p an odd prime. Suppose m expressed in the form 

(1) m-cnp +cl_ pn1 +...?cip+co, 

where each c is positive and less than p, or is zero. Then in any case m is 
determined when the values of the c's are found. 

According to Legendre (1. c.) the highest power of p contained in m 

is that of which the index is m- (c+cP-1+... ?c1+c0) But, this is the 

m-s of the problem. Therefore, 

M-Sn 
- (CnA Cn-1+-- +C1+-Co) 

This equation reduces to 

M+cn+ Cn-+.+l + co(1 + 1-) ; 

or, replacing m by its value from (1), we have 

(2) Ct pn+C_n-l P +... +clp?cD +Cn? Cn-1+C ... + Cl+Co (1 + 1 ) 

Now, the second member of this equation is a known quantity. If it is 
written in the form 

(1 +_ 2) =rv pv + rv_-pvl+... r1p+ro+? 
n 

p - 2 ~~~~~~p - 2' 

where each r is positive and less than p or is zero, and u<p-2, we have, 
from (2), 
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(3) Cnpn?cn_1pn-1+... +Clp+Co + p-2Cn 1+*** +co 

=rpv P +rv-Pvpl+..+rlp 4 ro+n2 

from which the values of the c's (and hence by (1) the value or values of m) 
may be found. 

As an example, take the following case: p=5 and s-3725. We have 
from (3), 

Cn pn+Cn-_pn+... +C1p+Co +C21 +*** +C1 +Co 

==55+2.54+ 4.50 +3.52 + 3.5+1 +? 

It is easy to show that n=5 and c =1; then that C4=2, and c-=4, and 
c =-3, and c1 =2, and c=-2. (Notice that the values of the c's are most 
easily determined in the order given.) This gives 

m-55 +2.54 +4.53 +3.5 +2.5+2=4962. 

It is now evident that the solution or solutions may always be readily 
obtained from (3). 

When s=5 and p=-3, m=7 or 9; and this is sufficient to show that 
more than one solution exists in some cases even when p is odd. 

An incomplete solution was received from Professoi- Zerr. 

143. Proposed by JOHN D. WILLIAMS (being the first of 14 challenge problems published in 1832). 

Make x2 +y2 =a2-z2 +w2 and x2-w2=z2- y2 0_j 

I. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., 4243 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Let x-2q(7q-5p), y-25p2 -7Opq+48q2, 
z=24p2 -7Opq+50q2, w p (lOq -7p). 

* x2 +y2 _z2 +w=(25p2-7bpq+50q2) 2 -a2. 
x2 -w2 -Z2 -y2 -196q4 -280pq3+140p3q-49p4'= (14q2 - lOpq -yp2)2 

when q 165 80P; m 5-},, where pm=q. 
473569 p2 523l9p2 85345p2 337p2 

*x 201600 'Y 58800 ' 56448 '' W 168 
Reducing to a common denominator and expunging common-factors, 

we get 
x=3314983p2, y=1255656p2, z=2133625p2, w- 2830800p2. 
.'.x2 +y2IZl + W2_a2-(3544825p2) 2, 

x2 --W=2Z2 _y2 _b2 =(1725017p2)2- 
Also a- x=2(339p)- 2=2c2, a-z---2(840p) 2-2d2, 

a-y (1513p) 2=--h2, a-w (845p) 2 k2. 
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